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Abstract—Spatial audio reproduction is essential to create a
natural listening experience for digital media. Majority of the
legacy audio contents are in channel-based format, which is very
particular on the desired playback system. Considering the
diversity of today’s playback systems, the quality of reproduced
sound scenes degrades significantly when mismatches between
the audio content and the playback system occur. An active
sound control approach is required to take the playback system
into consideration. Primary ambient extraction (PAE) is an
emerging technique that can be employed to solve this pressing
issue and achieve an efficient, flexible, and immersive spatial
audio reproduction. In this paper, we will review the recent
advancements in PAE. A unified framework to extend existing
PAE approaches is proposed to improve the robustness of PAE
when dealing with complex audio signals in practical situations.
Various practical issues on implementing PAE in spatial audio
applications are discussed. Objective and subjective evaluations
are conducted to validate the feasibility of applying PAE in
spatial audio reproduction.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sound is an inherent part of our everyday lives for
information, communication and interaction [1]. The role of
3D sound, or spatial sound, in high stress applications, like
flight navigation and communication systems, is indisputable
[2]. Spatial sound has also been proven to be beneficial in
personal route guidance for visually impaired people [3] and
in medical therapy for patients [4], [5]. Last but not least, the
ever growing market of consumer electronics calls for spatial
audio reproduction for digital media, virtual reality (e.g.,
Oculus Rift), augmented reality (e.g., Microsoft HoloLens).
Considering the variety of applications, spatial audio
reproduction of digital media (especially the movies and
games) has gained significant popularity over the recent years
[6]. As introduced by Begault [1], the process of sound
reproduction can generally be considered as a sourcemedium-receiver model [7]. The source for spatial audio
reproduction refers to the audio content, which could be
represented in channel-based, object-based, and transformdomain-based formats [8], [9]. The medium refers to the
audio playback systems, which could generally be classified
into loudspeaker systems, headphones, or even hybrid or
special systems. Finally, our ears play the role of the receiver
that captures the incoming sound, while performing an
individualized filtering of the sound since no two human ears
are the same. Creating natural immersive spatial sound
requires consistence among the source, medium and receiver,

as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this paper, we focus on the
mismatch problems between the source and medium.
Despite the growing interest in object-based audio [6], such
as Dolby Atmos [10], DTS X [11], MPEG-H [8], most
existing audio content is still in channel-based formats (such
as stereo and multichannel signals). The channel-based audio,
being specific in its playback configuration, does not support
flexible playback configurations in domestic or personal
listening circumstances [6]. Considering the wide diversity of
today’s playback systems [11], it becomes necessary to
process the audio signals such that the reproduction of the
audio content is not only compatible with various playback
systems but also able to achieve the best quality (especially
spatial quality [12]) with the actual playback system [13].
Depending on the actual playback system, the challenges in
spatial audio reproduction can be broadly categorized into two
main types: loudspeaker playback and headphone playback
[14]. The challenge in loudspeaker playback lies in the
mismatch in the number [15] and even the type [16]-[18]
between the intended and the actual loudspeaker system.
Conventional techniques to solve this challenge are often
referred to as audio remixing (i.e., down-mix and up-mix), for
example, “Left only, Right only (LoRo)”, matrix-based
mixing surround sound systems, etc [15], [19]-[21]. These
audio remixing techniques basically compute the loudspeaker
signals as the weighted sums of the input signals. For
headphone playback, the challenge arises when the audio
content is not tailored for headphone playback (usually
intended for loudspeaker playback). Virtualization is often
regarded as the technique to solve this challenge [1], where
virtualization of loudspeakers is achieved by binaural
rendering technique that convolves the channel-based signals
with head-related impulse responses (HRIRs) of the
corresponding loudspeaker positions. These conventional
techniques in spatial audio reproduction are capable of
solving the compatibility issue, but the spatial quality of the
reproduced sound scene is usually limited [19], [22]-[24]. To
improve the spatial quality of the sound reproduction, MPEG
Surround and related techniques were introduced, which
usually employ the one-channel down-mixed signal and the
subband spatial cues. It is found that such techniques better
suit the reproduction of the distinct directional source signals
as compared to the diffuse signals [23], [26].
To further improve the quality of the reproduced sound
scene, the perception of the sound scenes is modeled as a

Fig. 1 Source-medium-receiver view of spatial audio reproduction

combination of the foreground sound and background sound
[27], which are often referred to as primary (or direct) and
ambient (or diffuse) components, respectively [28]-[30], [7].
The primary components consist of point-like directional
sound sources, whereas the ambient components are made up
of diffuse environmental sound, such as the reverberation,
applause, or nature sound like waterfall [26], [31]. Due to the
perceptual differences between the primary and ambient
components, different rendering schemes should be applied to
the primary and ambient components for optimal spatial audio
reproduction of sound scenes [26], [32]. However, channelbased audio provides only the mixed signals [33], which
necessitate the process of extracting primary and ambient
components from the mixed signals (a.k.a., PAE).
As a spatial audio processing tool [15], [28], [26], [23], [7],
[38], PAE has also been incorporated into spatial audio
coding systems, such as spatial audio scene coding [28], [33],
and directional audio coding [34]. Essentially, PAE serves as
a front-end to facilitate flexible, efficient, and immersive
spatial audio reproduction, as illustrated in Fig. 2. First, by
decomposing the primary and ambient components of the
sound scene, PAE enables the sound reproduction format to
be independent of the input format, hence increasing the
flexibility of spatial audio reproduction [33], [35]. Second,
PAE based reproduction of sound scenes does not require the
individual sound objects as in object-based format (which is
the most flexible), but is able to recreate perceptually similar
sound scenes, hence maintaining the efficiency of spatial
audio reproduction [29]. Last but not least, PAE extracts the
two key components of the sound scenes, namely, directional
and diffuse sound components. These components are highly
useful in recreating an immersive listening experience of the
sound scene [28], [36]-[39].
Fig. 3 illustrates the PAE based spatial audio reproduction
system, where the primary and ambient components undergo
different rendering schemes [40]. The rendering schemes
differ for loudspeaker or headphone playback [31], [36], [41].
For loudspeaker playback, the primary components are
reproduced using vector base amplitude panning [42] or
vector base intensity panning [43], [44] to reproduce the
accurate direction of the sound sources. The ambient
components, on the other hand, are further decorrelated and

Fig. 2 Achieving consistency in source and medium in spatial audio
reproduction

Fig. 3 Block diagram of PAE based spatial audio reproduction

distributed to all the loudspeaker channels to create an
envelopment effect of the sound environment [28], [45]. The
PAE based loudspeaker system is particularly suitable for
active sound control using a novel hybrid loudspeaker
consisting of conventional loudspeakers and directional
loudspeaker [16]-[18], [83], especially considering the recent
advances of directional loudspeaker [80]-[83]. For headphone
playback, PAE based virtualization applies binaural rendering
to the extracted primary components, creating accurate virtual
sound sources in the desired directions [28], [7], [46]. Similar
to the loudspeaker playback case, the ambient components are
decorrelated using artificial reverberation [23], [28], [37], [32]
to create a more natural sound environment.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II presents a detailed review of prior work in PAE. In
Section III, a unified framework that extends basic PAE
approaches to handle complex input signals is proposed.
Evaluation framework and experimental results are discussed
in Section IV. In Section V, we conclude this paper.
II.

PRIOR WORK IN PRIMARY AMBIENT EXTRACTION

In this section, we will summarize existing works on PAE. As
discussed above, the target audio content of PAE is channelbased signals. On this note, we classify the PAE approaches
based on the number of channels in the input signals: single
channel, stereo, and multichannel. From another perspective,
the complexity of the audio scenes affects the performance of
PAE drastically. Based on the existing PAE work, the
complexity of audio scenes can generally be classified into
three levels, namely, basic, medium, and complex. The basic
complexity level refers to the audio scene where there is

Table I An overview of recent work in PAE
No. of channels

Complexity of audio scenes
Basic (single source, only amplitude panning)
Medium (single source)

Stereo

Time frequency masking: [53], [31], [49], [34]
PCA: [54]-[58], [49], [26], [17]-[19], [46], [29]
Least-squares: [45], [38], [36], [41], [29], [59]
Ambient spectrum estimation: [60], [61]
Others: [22], [32], [62]

Multichannel

PCA: [26]
Others: [48], [67], [18], [68]

Single

usually one dominant source in the primary components, with
its direction created using only amplitude panning techniques.
More specific conditions for the basic level will be detailed in
subsection A. The medium complexity level requires only the
condition of one dominant sources, without restricting how its
direction (can be amplitude panning, delay, or HRIR, etc.) can
be created. In the complex audio scene level, we consider
multiple dominant sources in the primary components. The
number of dominant sources in this case is also usually
limited to 2-3 since it is impractical for listeners to
concentrate on too many sources at one time. Instead,
listeners would simply consider those sources as ambient
components. Note that those PAE approaches that claimed to
work in multiple sources using subband techniques, but did
not present a detailed study, will not be classified in the
complex level category. From these two perspectives, we
shall classify the existing PAE approaches into several
different categories, as summarized in Table I. With a glance
of this table, it is observed that most of the PAE works are
mainly focused on the stereo signals, due to the large amount
of stereo content. There are some works carried out for
multichannel signals, while very few works is on single
channel signals. This is probably due to the limited
information in single channel signals. Next, we will review
the PAE work in each category.
A.

Basic Stereo Signal Model
PAE aims to separate the primary component from the
ambient component based on their perceptual spatial features.
The perceptual spatial features can be characterized by the
inter-channel relationships, including inter-channel time
difference (ICTD), inter-channel level difference (ICLD), and
inter-channel cross-correlation coefficient (ICC) [47]. Since
the number of primary sources is usually unknown and might
be varying, a common practice in spatial audio processing is
to convert the signals into time-frequency domain using shorttime Fourier transform (STFT) [31], [26], [48], [34], [45],
[49], [25] or subband via filter banks like hybrid quadrature
mirror filter banks [50]. For each frequency band or subband,
it is generally assumed that the primary component of the
input signal is composed of only one dominant source [31],
[26], [45], [49]. Denoting the bth subband of input stereo
signals
at
time
index
m
as
x c [ m, b ] = ⎡⎣ xc ( mN , b ) ,… , xc ( mN + N − 1, b ) ⎤⎦ , c ∈ {1, 2} ,
T

LMS: [37]
Shifted PCA: [63]
Time shifting: [64]
ICA and time-frequency masking: [69]
Pairwise correlations: [70]
Others: [27]
NMF: [72]
Neural network: [73]

Complex (multiple sources)

PCA: [65], [40], [66]

ICA: [69]

where N is the length of one frame. PAE is carried out in each
subband of each frame independently, and the extracted
primary and ambient components are combined via inverse
STFT or synthesis filter banks. The stereo signal model is
expressed as:
xc [ m, b] = pc [ m, b] + ac [ m, b] ,
(1)
where p0 , p1 and a 0 , a1 are the primary and ambient
components in the two channels of the stereo signal,
respectively. Since the subbands of the input signal are
generally used in the analysis of PAE approaches, the indices
⎡⎣ m,b ⎤⎦ are omitted for brevity.
The stereo signal model assumes the primary and ambient
components in the two channels to be correlated and
uncorrelated, respectively. Correlated primary component in
the stereo signal can allow amplitude difference and time
difference [51], i.e., p1 (n) = kp0 (n + τ 0 ). where k is referred
to as the primary panning factor (PPF) and τ 0 is the ICTD. In
this signal model, we only consider the primary component to
be amplitude panned by k [26], [45], [49]. This amplitude
panned primary component is commonly found in stereo
recordings using pan pot stereo and coincident techniques as
well as sound mixes using panning [51]. For an ambient
component that consists of environmental sound, it is usually
considered to be uncorrelated with the primary component
[37], [52]. The ambient component in the two channels is also
assumed to be uncorrelated and relatively balanced in terms
of power, considering the diffuseness of ambient component.
To quantify the power difference between the primary and
ambient components, we introduce the primary power ratio
(PPR) γ , which is defined as the ratio of total primary power
to total signal power in two channels. Given any stereo input
signal that fulfills the above conditions, we can derive the
PPF and PPR of the stereo signal using the auto-correlations
r00 , r11 and cross-correlation r01 ,
2

⎛r −r ⎞
r −r
k = 11 00 + ⎜ 11 00 ⎟ + 1,
2r01
⎝ 2r01 ⎠
2r + ( r11 − r00 ) k
.
γ = 01
( r11 + r00 ) k

(2)
(3)

Previous studies have shown that PPF and PPR are useful
parameters for the extraction and the evaluation of the
performance of the PAE approaches [29].
B.

Stereo Signals
PAE for stereo signals in the basic complexity category can
be classified into four types: (i) time frequency masking, (ii)
principal component analysis (PCA), (iii) least-squares (LS),
(iv) ambient spectrum estimation, and others.
One of the earliest works in primary or ambient extraction
was from Avendano and Jot in 2002 [53]. In this work, a
time-frequency masking was constructed to extract ambient
components Aˆ from stereo signals X , as
c

c

Aˆc ( m, l ) = X c ( m, l ) Ψ A ( m, l ) ,

(4)

where 0 ≤ Ψ A ( m , l ) ≤ 1 is the real-valued ambient mask at

time-frequency bin ( m , l ) . The time-frequency regions that
present high coherence will have stronger primary
components and low coherence time-frequency regions can be
attributed to stronger ambient components [31]. Thus, they
derived the ambient mask using a nonlinear function of the
inter-channel coherence. Following works on time-frequency
masking derive the ambient mask based on the characteristic
that ambient components have equal level in the two channels
of the stereo signal [49] or diffuseness measured from
recordings [34].
Principal component analysis has been the most widely
studied PAE approach [54]-[58], [49], [25], [17]-[19], [46],
[29]. The key idea behind PCA for PAE is to extract the
principal component with the largest variance as the primary
components (as the name suggests). Variants of PCA include
the modified PCA that ensures uncorrelated ambience
extraction [56], enhanced post-scaling to restore the correct
primary-to-ambient energy ratio [57] and correct power of
primary and ambient components [58]. In our earlier work
[29], we derive a simplified solution for PCA and conducted a
comprehensive objective evaluation of PCA, which leads us
to the applications of PCA in PAE.
Least-squares is another type of commonly used PAE
approach [45], [38], [36], [41], [29], [59]. Based on the basic
stereo signal model, least-squares derives the estimated
primary and ambient components by minimizing the meansquare-error (MSE) [45]. Serval variants of least-squares have
been proposed and studied in our earlier work [29].
Furthermore, other least-squares variants were introduced to
improve the spatial quality of the extracted primary and
ambient components [36], [59]. A linear estimation based
framework was proposed in [29], which generalizes the PCA
and LS based PAE approaches. Under the linear estimation
framework, the extracted primary and ambient components
are estimated as a weighted sum of the input signals, which
can be expressed as:
w
w
w ⎤
⎡w
[pˆ 0 pˆ 1 aˆ 0 aˆ 1 ] = [ x0 x1 ] ⎢ wP0,0 wP1,0 wA0,0 wA1,0 ⎥ . (5)
P1,1
A0,1
A1,1 ⎦
⎣ P0,1
Under this framework, different PAE approaches can be
derived based on different objectives related to the

performance of the extraction. Details on the linear
estimation based PAE can be found in [29].
One problem with the linear estimation based PAE
approaches is that the extracted components suffer from error
due to uncorrelated ambient components, because of the
nature of summing input signals directly. To solve this
problem, a new framework based on ambient spectrum
estimation was introduced recently [60], [61]. The ambient
spectrum estimation framework for PAE was derived based
on the assumption that the diffuse ambient components have
identical magnitude but varied phase. Such an additional
relation is used to simplify the PAE problem into the problem
of estimating only the ambient phase [60], or ambient
magnitude [61]. Subsequently, the ambient phase or
magnitude can be estimated using an optimization technique
with a sparsity constraint. Furthermore, an approximate
solution to the ambient spectrum estimation problem (known
as ambient phase estimation using input signal phase APEX)
greatly reduce the computational cost while yielding close
performance.
Other PAE approaches that fall into this category include
[22] that derives an out-of-phase signal as ambient
components; [32] that considers ambient components as the
sum of a common component and an independent component;
and [62] that classifies various signal models for extraction.
In order to handle stereo signals that consist of primary
components, whose directions are created using time/phase
differences (i.e., medium complexity), several works can be
found in the literature. Usher and Benesty proposed an
adaptive approach using normalized least-mean-squares
(NLMS) to extract reverberation from stereo microphone
recordings [37]. However, this adaptive approach cannot
always yield a good performance in a short time. By contrast,
we proposed time-shifted PCA [63] and extended time
shifting technique [64] to solve this problem, which is much
simpler and yields a better performance. The time shifting
technique in PAE will be discussed in Section III.
With respect to stereo signals with multiple sources, there
is not much work conducted so far. One prior work by Dong
et al. applied PCA in polar coordinates to reduce the coding
noise of stereo signals for multiple source case [65]. However,
the extraction performance was not studied. To fill in this gap,
we conducted two works that studied PCA with different
frequency partitioning methods in frequency domain [40], and
PCA with multiple time shifts in time domain [66], which will
be discussed in Section III.
C.

Multichannel Signals
Besides the extensive study on PAE for stereo signals, PAE
on multichannel signals is less well studied [48], [67], [18],
[68]. PCA was originally proposed to work for multichannel
signals with only one dominant amplitude-panned source in
[26]. . For other multichannel signals with one dominant
source, independent component analysis (ICA) can be
combined with time-frequency masking to extract the
dominant sources [69]. Another approach that was extended
from [31], achieves primary ambient extraction using a
system of pairwise correlation [70]. Recently, Stefanakis et al.

Fig. 4 Framework of preprocessing and postproocessing on PAE

introduced W-disjoint orthogonality (WDO) and PCA based
i
multichannel
foreground suppression techniques in
microphone recordings [27]. In the case of multiple
m
sources in
multichannel signals, blind source separatioon techniques can
be employed for the purpose of primary am
mbient extraction.
When the number of dominant sources is no
n more than the
number of channels (as it is the case for PAE), ICA is a
common technique [71]. Compared to sterreo signals, PAE
with multichannel signals is in fact easier too solve since there
are more information available. Moreover, PAE approaches
based on stereo signals can also be extended to multichannel
signals, which will be presented in Section IIII.
D.

Single Channel Signals
Since there are no inter-channel cues in
i single channel
signals, how primary and ambient componennts can be defined
and characterized becomes a critical probleem. Nevertheless,
two works shed some light on solving such a problem. In [72],
it is considered that ambient componentts exhibit a less
repetitive and constructive spectra structuure than primary
components. Therefore, when applying nonn-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) on the single channeel signal, primary
components are better explained and facctorized, and the
residue can thus be considered as ambiient components.
However, the NMF method suffers from hiigh computational
complexity and latency. To avoid this probleem, Uhle and Paul
introduced a supervised learning approaach for ambient
extraction from single channel signals [73]], where a neural
network is trained to obtain an ambiennt spectra mask.
Subjective listening tests in [73] validateed the improved
perceptual quality of the up-mix systems employing these
PAE approaches.
III.

ARY AMBIENT
A UNIFIED FRAMEWORK FOR PRIMA
EXTRACTION IN PRACTICE

In order to deal with complex signals in PA
AE, two types of
methods can be considered. The first type cooncerns the direct
design of PAE approaches based on the new signal model.
However, it is less flexible as different approoaches needs to be
developed for different complex cases and thhere might not be
a promising solution. On this note, we can consider
c
to extend
the basic PAE approaches that are proposed under the basic
stereo signal model, to handle complex input
i
signals. By
using preprocessing techniques and associated
a
postprocessing, the complex signals can be maximally
transformed into signals that closely match the conditions in
the basic signal model, and hence basic PAE approaches can
be re-used. Compared to the direct methodd, this method is
more flexible and effective. The unified fraamework of PAE
with preprocessing and post-processing foor complex input

Fig. 5 Down-mix baased multichannel PAE

Fig. 6 Multichannel PAE
E based on pairwise stereo

signals is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this section, we will describe
five types of preprocessing andd post-processing techniques.
A.

Preprocessing for Multichhannel Signals

Since most work in PAE arre focused on stereo signals and
there is still much content in multichannel format, it is also
important to develop PAE approaches for multichannel
signals. Direct multichannel PAE takes the multichannel
signal as the direct input of PA
AE, e.g., PCA [26], least-squares
[45], and linear system of pairw
wise correlations [70]. However,
considering the extensive stuudy of PAE on stereo signals,
reusing the existing stereo PA
AE approaches is thus preferred.
In this section, we shall discuuss two ideas on how to extend
stereo PAE to multichannel PA
AE using down-mix and pairing
techniques.
The most straightforward way to extend stereo PAE to
multichannel PAE is via downn-mixing the multichannel signal
into the stereo signal. The blocck diagram for down-mix based
multichannel PAE is shown in
i Fig. 5. Stereo based PAE is
applied to the down-mixed signal. However, due to the
existence of various down--mix methods [74], we also
consider a combine process whhere the residual signal from the
down-mix process is combinedd with the PAE output to obtain
the final primary and ambient components. Take 5.1 surround
sound as an example. The doown-mix methods [21] include:
LoRo, LoRo excluding the center channel (because usually
the center channel contains the vocal of a movie/game sound
track and does not involve in the spatial effects), LoRo
excluding rear channels (conssidered as only ambience), and
PAE independently applied onn front left and right signals and
rear signals together with the residual center channel signal.
Other down-mix methods (e.gg., binaural down-mix, varying
the weights on the down-m
mixing matrix) could also be
considered. Selecting the bestt down-mix method and stereo
PAE method for multichaannel PAE is content- and
application- dependent. Morre comprehensive study and
evaluation need to be carried out.
o

φP

φP

τo

Fig. 7 Block diagram of time shifting as a preprocessing in PAE.
φP is the primary correlation at zero lag.

Compared to down-mix, a more general way to solve
multichannel PAE problem is to apply pairwise stereo PAE.
As shown in Fig. 6, different pairs of stereo signals are
selected from the multichannel input signal and PAE is
applied independently to these pairs of stereo signals. Finally,
the output from each PAE process is combined to form the
final primary and ambient components. One critical problem
in this approach is how to select the pairs of stereo signals
from multichannel signals. For a total number of M channels,
there are M ( M − 1 ) 2 options in total. One possible solution
is to apply PAE for all possible pairs. However, in addition to
the high computational cost, not every pair fits the stereo
signal model. Considering the pairwise amplitude panning
nature of multichannel signals, pairing every two neighboring
channels (based on the actual layout) is thus more desirable.
In this case, only M pairs of stereo signals are constructed.
B.

Preprocessing for PPF and PPR

In some PAE approaches (e.g., ambient spectrum
estimation, it is usually assumed that k ≥ 1 , so that the
derivation can be greatly simplified. In order to deal with the
case with k < 1, we can preprocess the input signal by simply
switching the channels. After the extraction, a corresponding
switch on the channels of the output is also required.
On the other hand, sound scenes are usually very complex
and the two model parameters (PPF and PPR) may change
drastically from one frame to another. Such variations could
incur undesirable distortions, especially when the frame
length is rather short. A good practice in PAE implementation
involves applying a forgetting factor in the computation of
auto- and cross- correlations or directly in the PPF and PPR,
so that the output is smoothened [48], [49]. However, one
drawback is that some transient sound events could not be
well reproduced.
C.

Preprocessing for time differences

In order to deal with stereo input signals with partially
correlated primary components at zero lag (mainly due to the
ICTD of the primary components), the time shifting technique
was proposed in [64]. The block diagram of the time shifting
as a preprocessing in PAE is shown in Fig. 7. First, the stereo
input signal is time-shifted according to the estimated ICTD
of the primary component. Subsequently, conventional PAE
approaches (e.g., PCA) can be applied to the shifted signal
and extract primary and ambient components at shifted
positions. Finally, the time indices of extracted primary and

ambient components are mapped to their original positions
based on the same ICTD. According to the experimental
results in [64], the time shifting technique could reduce the
extraction error and extract the spatial cues more accurately.
Furthermore, only nonnegative primary correlation (i.e.,
φP ≥ 0 ) is accounted in the time shifting based PAE. In order
to handle the possible negative primary correlation, another
preprocessing can be employed before time shifting. That is,
multiple one of the two-channel signals by -1.
Correspondingly, the same channel in the output shall also be
multiplied by -1.
D.

Preprocessing for Multiple Sources

Though one dominant source in the primary components is
found to be quite common in PAE, it is still possible to
encounter the cases with multiple dominant (usually up to
three) sources in some movies and games. To handle such
cases, we investigated two types of preprocessing techniques
to adapt the PAE approaches. The first technique considers
subband decomposition of the full-band input signal [28], [29]
and then performs PAE in each subband. For this approach,
the partitioning of the frequency bins into subbands is found
to be critical, where an adaptive top-down partitioning
method introduced in [40] outperforms other methods. The
other way is a multi-shift technique that involves multiple
instances of time shifting, performs extraction for each shifted
signals, and combines the extracted components from all
shifting versions using different weights. The weighting
methods based on ICC is found to yield the most robust
performance [66].
E.

Post-processing

As discussed in this section, any preprocessing techniques
are coupled with a corresponding post-processing technique,
so that the final output of the extracted primary and ambient
components matches with the input signals. Besides, we can
also consider other post-processing techniques to further
enhance the performance of the extraction output, especially
the spatial performance. For example, the diffuseness of the
extracted ambient components in many approaches is not so
good [29]. Therefore, decorrelation [75] and post-scaling
techniques [45], [58] are applied to further enhance the
ambient extraction.
IV. EVALUATION, EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
With the complex input signals transformed into “simpler”
signals that match the basic stereo signal model, basic stereo
based PAE approaches as shown in Table I can be re-used. In
this section, we consider four commonly used PAE
approaches as discussed in Section II.B: Masking [49], PCA
[26], LS [45], and APEX [61], and evaluate their timbre and
spatial quality using objective measures and subjective
listening tests.
A. Performance Measures
An evaluation framework for PAE was initially proposed in
[29]. In general, we are concerned with the extraction
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Fig. 8 ESR of (a) extracted primary components and (b) extracted
ambient components.
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accuracy (timbre quality) and spatial accuracy (spatial quality)
in PAE. The overall extraction accuracy of PAE is quantified
by error-to-signal ratio (ESR, in dB) of the extracted primary
and ambient components, where lower ESR indicates better
extraction of these components. The ESR for the primary and
ambient components are computed as
⎧⎪ 1 1 pˆ c − p c 2 ⎫⎪
2
ESR P = 10 log10 ⎨ ∑
⎬,
2
⎪⎩ 2 c = 0 p c 2 ⎪⎭
(6)
⎧⎪ 1 1 aˆ c − a c 2 ⎫⎪
2
ESR A = 10 log10 ⎨ ∑
⎬.
2
2
⎪⎩ c = 0 ac 2 ⎪⎭
On the other hand, spatial accuracy is measured using the
inter-channel cues, i.e., ICC, ICTD and ICLD. In these
approaches, there is no ICTD involved in the primary
components according to the basic mixing model and hence it
is not evaluated. Correct localization of the primary
components requires ICCP to be 1 and ICLDP close to its true
values. The spatial accuracy of the ambient component is
evaluated in terms of its diffuseness, where a more diffuse
ambient component requires both ICCA and ICLDA (in dB) to
be closer to 0.

B. Objective Evaluation
Simulations are conducted to evaluate these PAE
approaches. The stereo mixed signals employed in the
experiments are synthesized in the following way. One frame
(4096 samples, sampling rate: 44.1 kHz) of speech signal is
selected as the primary component, which is amplitude
panned to channel 1 with a panning factor k = 2. A wave
lapping sound recorded at the beach is selected as the ambient
component, which is decorrelated using all-pass filters with
random phase [76]. The stereo signal is obtained by mixing
the primary and ambient components based on different γ
values ranging from 0 to 1 with an interval of 0.1.
The ESR of the four PAE approaches with respect to
different values of γ is illustrated in Fig. 8. Generally, the
performance of all these PAE approaches varies with γ . As γ
increases, ESRP decreases while ESRA increases (except
ESRA of PCA). Comparing these four approaches, we found
that the recently proposed APEX approach yields the best
overall performance, especially for lower γ . LS always
outperforms PCA and Masking, as also found out in [29]. The
Masking approach performs better than PCA when γ is low,
and but is the worst when γ becomes high.
The spatial accuracy of PAE is shown in Fig. 9. For the
extracted primary components, all approaches but Masking
yield very accurate ICCP and ICLDP. This is the outcome of
taking into account the inter-channel relations in these three
approaches compared to Masking. The spatial performance of
the extracted ambient components differs from the primary
components. As shown in Fig. 9(c), the lowest and highest
ICCA are achieved with true ambient components and ambient
components extracted by PCA, respectively. The APEX
approach outperforms the other three PAE approaches. For
ICLDA, we observed that only APEX and Masking could
extract ambient components with equal level in the two
channels, whereas PCA and LS perform much worse.
C. Subjective Evaluation
Lastly, subjective tests were carried out to evaluate the
perceptual performance of these four PAE approaches. A total
of 17 subjects, between 20-30 years old, participated in the
listening tests. None of the subjects reported any hearing
issues. The tests were conducted in a quiet listening room in
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. An Audio
Technica MTH-A30 headphone was used. The stimuli used in
this test were synthesized using amplitude panned (k = 2)
primary components (speech, music, and bee sound) and
decorrelated ambient components (forest, canteen, and
waterfall sound) based on two values of primary power ratio
( γ = 0.3, 0.7 ) for the duration of 2-4 seconds. Both the
extraction accuracy and spatial accuracy were examined. The
testing procedure was based on MUSHRA [77], [78], where a
more specific anchor (i.e., the mixture) is used instead of the
low-passed anchor, according to recent revision of MUSHRA
as discussed in [78]. The MATLAB GUI was modified based
on the one used in [79]. Subjects were asked to listen to the
clean reference sound and tested sounds obtained from
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different PAE approaches, and give a score of 0-100 as the
response, where 0-20, 21-40, 41-60, 61-80, and 81-100
represents a bad, poor, fair, good, and excellent quality,
respectively. Finally, we analyzed the subjects’ responses for
the hidden reference (i.e., clean primary or ambient
components), mixture, and the four PAE approaches. The
mean values with 95% confidence intervals of the subjective
scores of the extraction and spatial accuracy for the tested
PAE approaches are illustrated in Fig. 10. Note that for each
PAE approach, we combine the subjective scores of different
test stimuli and different values of primary power ratio, so as
to represent the overall performance of these PAE approaches.
Despite the relatively large variations among the subjective
scores that are probably due to the different scales employed
by the subjects and the differences among the stimuli, we
observe the following trends. On one hand, APES
outperforms other PAE approaches in extracting more
accurate primary components, as shown in Fig. 10(a). In Fig.
10(b), APEX, though slightly worse off than PCA, still
produces considerable accuracy in ambient extraction. The
good perceptual performance of ambient components
extracted from PCA lies in the very low amount of primary
leakage [29]. On the other hand, we found that the spatial
performance were also affected by the undesired leakage
signals as compared to the clean reference, as found in the
mixtures that preserve all spatial cues, but were rated lower
than the reference. With respect to the diffuseness of the
ambient components, APEX performs the best while PCA
performs quite poorly. On this note, we find PCA sacrifices
on the diffuseness of the extracted ambient components for
the sake of a better perceptual extraction performance.
Furthermore, ANOVA results indicate the significant
differences among these PAE approaches.
Comparing the subjective evaluation results with the
objective evaluation results obtained with ESR, we found that
they are consistent in general. For the perceptual performance
that cannot be explained by ESR alone, we shall include more
specific objective performance measures, such as those
introduced in [29]. Meanwhile, rather than only focusing on
the overall perceptual performance, subjective listening tests
shall also be conducted to evaluate the more specific

perceptual performance. These results would help us gain
more insights on the performance of PAE approaches.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated primary ambient extraction
approaches for immersive spatial audio reproduction. An indepth review of the prior work in PAE was conducted, where
we realized that most PAE approaches were studied for
signals under the basic stereo signal model. In order to
improve the practical application of PAE, we proposed a
unified framework that extends the conventional PAE
approaches to deal with complex signals. The proposed
framework employs preprocessing and post-processing
techniques, including down-mixing and pairing for
multichannel input signals, smoothening the model
parameters, time shifting for partially correlated primary
components, subband decomposition and multi-shift for
multiple dominant sources, and etc. On the other hand, we
evaluate four typical PAE approaches using objective
measures and subjective listening tests. These evaluation
results provide us more insights on applying PAE in practical
spatial audio reproduction applications.
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